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Neglected elderly is an social issue that has been presented for long time among us. Republic of Indonesia Social Affair Ministerial Regulation No. 19 year 2012 on social services guidelines defines that neglected elderly people are 60 years old or more, because of certain factors can not meet their basic needs both physically, spiritually and socially. By these problem, Bandar Lampung government establishes a social institution which is expected to be able to carry out the social roles well. So than, it create social welfare for the neglected elderly through supported work programs. The objective of this research is to find out how far the role of Social Institution Tresna Wedha Bhakti Yuswa in handling neglected elderly. The research method of this research is qualititative. The location of this research is in Tresna Wedha Bhakti Yuswa Social Institution Natar, South Lampung at Sitara street No. 1490 Natar. The source og data are obtained by in dpth interviews and documents which are obtained from observation and from eight informants who have been determined. Based on the research that has been done by the researcher, the Tresna Wedha Bhakti Yuswa Social Institution Natar, South Lampung gives treatment to neglected elderly through many programs; such as providing services, compesation and guadiance of physical, mental social, spiritual and skills.
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